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(chorus) with a bang! say goodbye to everything 
cause complete iniahlation is the reason he came 
and a pow! he's whiping everything out, turn your
whole fuckin world into a mushroom cloud 
and a boom! it ur inevitible doom, nobody escapes and
everybodies consumed 
welcome to the dark carnivals super show, you're our
specialy invited guests and i'll tell you what for 
cause you're oue evilest pedifiles, racists and abusers 
all together we got 
fifty-thousand of you losers 
you're about to witness an incredible sight 
no ones ever lives to tell about it 
and dont think u might 
its about to rain flames 
frames and brains to be blown into peices is the reason
u came 
racist bigigts wife beaters, judges and cowards all
crowded together expecting a show and some dollars 
but instead the shit you're gunna see 
you're fearing in hell 
it a concert explosion, seeing feelings u shall 

(chorus) (x1) 

in the deserts of navada 
where nothin else matta, its the perfect place for you
and your intestens to splata 
and while bang! pow! boom! stedy stop u all out 

you're in the hole for the nuclear fall out with the
snakes and creapy freak 
hotch and cotch and horney freaks 
shaddy ladies evil ernies richy richs and charlie cheaps
bang pow boom! they say the show is the bomb 
i heard its strait up explosives, some even call it
napalm 
nobody paddles back, it no kinda war 
ts a one way exicution, blow u strait to hell through the
floor 
what u think you here for sound the alarm 
ladies and gentleman eat shit and die, lets bring em on
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(chorus) (x1) 

the earth is sick of demented brains and thoughts, but
here they are all together, every one of them caught 
this is a celibration, in fact the carnivals cheering 
its not to often bang pow boom! makes an aperence 
and the winds in the sky will carry away with the ash 
but for now lets enjoy, the big bang blast! 

(chorus) (x12) 

(chorus)
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